
ENGLISH* Grade: 9-12 

 

Course Description: 

*English 9-12 is composed of two parts, World Literature, taken in Co-Op with homework and 

Grammar, taken entirely at home. 

The World Literature portion of this course is ONE of the two components required for English 9-12.  

The World Literature grade for English 9-12 will equal 50% of your student’s overall English grade.  

The Grammar grade for English 9-12 will equal 50% of your student’s overall English grade. 

When combined, the two parts will equal the overall student grade for English 9-12. 

 All 9th - 12th grade students enrolled in English 9-12 are expected to complete the Grammar 

component at home as well as all work relating to the World Literature component. Parents will teach 

and award their students a grade for the Grammar component.  

 The Grammar component should consist of: sentence patterns, parts of speech, phrases, clauses, 

the correct usage of verbs, pronouns and modifiers, spelling, capitalization and punctuation. 

(Examples of curriculum for the Grammar component: Writing and Grammar 9, 10, 11, 12, BJU; 

Easy Grammar Ultimate Grade 9, 10, 11, 12, ISHA Enterprises, Inc.)  

 When combined, the World Literature and the Grammar components satisfy one year of 

standard High School English regardless of the grade level of the student. The course title should reflect 

the student’s grade level;  i.e. if taken in 9th grade the course title would be English-9, if taken in 10th 

grade it would be English-10.  

 

World Literature – taught in Co-Op with homework 

The World Literature component is designed to present chronological selections representative of major 

trends in World Literature. First semester will begin in the second millennium B.C. and end during early 

periods of the European Renaissance. The interactions among the extremely significant ideas that began 

developing during this period provide excellent fodder for contemporary cultural critique; the world's 

literary canon provides an excellent lens through which to perform this critique. 

 Second semester will open midway through the European Renaissance and end with an author 

who died a few months ago. Though both semesters will be taught from a Christian perspective, the two 

main worldviews that blossomed during the Renaissance (which will be heavily emphasized during 

second semester) will provide contrastive lenses through which many succeeding philosophical/literary 

movements will be viewed. The Enlightenment, Romanticism, Modernism, and Post-Modernism will 

often be discussed in light of how Secularism (see Shakespeare, Marlowe, Petrarch) and Christianity 

(see Milton, Spenser, Donne) would interpret them.  

 The affects of intellectual history's progression are not limited to philosophers in ivory towers. 

On a personal level, students will probably be shocked when see themselves in the texts they read. 

Whether or not they like the idea, they were once a product of their sinful desires, which were heavily 

impacted by a generally non-Christian culture. Intentional and theologically aware interaction with 

artifacts from similar cultures (as well as their own) can help Christians be more discerning about where 

they may erroneously buy into unbiblical notions.  

 Aside from challenging students to work out their salvation “with fear and trembling” (Phil 2:12) 

through biblically-based cultural critique, the instructor aims to help students effectively articulate their 

beliefs in writing. Built on the foundations of critical, careful, and clear thinking (which will be 

developed throughout the course), the instructor hopes to focus students on the following two aspects of 

writing. 1) Confidently and effectively supporting a thesis based on a thoughtful/educated interpretation 

of a literary work, and 2) synthesizing and incorporating both the stylistic and conceptual instruction that 

they will have received throughout the year. Writing instruction (including formatting requirements) as 

well as one-on-one attention will be given. 



The instructor expect to help students deepen their understanding of: 

1) how their culture works in light of its philosophical roots, 

2) how it has affected them,  

3) how to communicate well (in writing) while living in the world but not of it (John 17:14-19). 

 

Each semester, these two grades will combine to make the total semester grade in English 9 - 12. 

Two such semester grades are required to complete English 9 - 12. 

Cost per semester:  $150 

Material/Admin fee per semester:  $15 No Material /Admin fee will be charged this year. 

Min. number of students:  8 

Max. number of students:  20  
 

Course Objectives: 

It is understood that the students in this class are in different grade levels and have different levels of 

natural ability and previous writing experience. That said, all students are expected to do their best effort 

throughout the semesters. The overarching goals of this class will remain the same for everyone. By the 

end of the semester, the students should be able: 

1. To gain an understanding of the relationships among the literary productions, philosophies, 

political structures, and cultures of the world and to have a handle on how those relationships 

affect us. 

2. To develop the ability to confidently articulate a biblical worldview in writing while retaining 

their own distinct voice, supported by clarity, concision, and connectedness. 

3. To become better at applying the mind of Christ (1 Cor 2:16) to interactions with the productions 

of fallen people, cultivating an interest in the simple enjoyment of literature from both deep and 

surface interaction with it—all while remaining sanctified (Phil 4:8) and practicing critical 

discernment (1 Thes 5:21). 

4. To improve note-taking, listening, and studying skills to be better prepared for college and/or 

future careers. 

5. To gain more appreciation, through discussions and my lectures, for the complexities of 

opposing arguments and the existence/discoverability of objective truth as seen in a biblical 

worldview. 
 

Texts: 

1.  The following books can be purchased from Amazon.com.  

The Norton Anthology of World Literature (2
nd

 Edition) Volumes A, B, E and F 
A=ISBN: 9780393924503), B=978-0393924510), E=ISBN: 978-0393924565), F=ISBN: 978-0393977608 

2. The Folger Shakespeare Library version of Shakespeare's Hamlet (ISBN 978-0743477123). 
Please use only this version because Shakespeare's manuscript history is such that line numbers can vary depending 

on editorial decisions—I want us all to be on the same page (literally) and line number for maximized efficiency.  

◦ NOTE: See footnotes for the editions I will use for the following book:  
You are NOT required to have the same edition as me. 

3. Any edition of Edmund Spenser's The Faerie Queene 

(a version that is not abridged nor a children's version, etc.) 
1
 

4. Additional texts, if any, TBD.                           
        

1 
The Faerie Queene Published by Penguin Classics; Reissue edition (January 25, 1979) ISBN: 0140422072 

 



This is a two semester course and is worth ten units. 

A grade will be issued by the instructor for the World Literature component at the end of each semester.  

A grade will be issued by the parent for the Grammar component at the end of each semester.  

Combined, these two grades will equal the semester grades for English 9-12. 

 

Instructor: Samuel Greer 

Effective teacher, with experience teaching a variety of age groups in a variety of settings. Extensive 

experience teaching Junior and Senior High School (140+ hours). Engaging and inspiring classroom 

presence. Well-versed in multiple areas of the humanities; more deeply studied in a few. Committed to 

holistic growth in students through disciplined academic precision. Driven by the desire to help students 

honor God in all areas of life (1 Corinthians 10:31); this includes developing a philosophically / 

theologically robust worldview, one that is ready to respond biblically to interactions with a post-Eden 

world. 

 

Academic Information:  
 Pre-collegiate education 

◦ Homeschooling, public schooling, private schooling, and co-op group classes through 

different venues all preceded a 2010 graduation from Turner Christian Academy in 

Bakersfield, CA 
 Collegiate education 

◦ Junior (Senior in Fall 2013) at The Master's College 

◦ Double-major in English and Bible (Biblical Languages Emphasis) 

◦ President's List (every semester so far) 

◦ 3.84 cumulative GPA 

 

Other Information: 

 Passionate about literature, writing, history - affinity for Shakespeare (played 2 leading roles)

 
 

 

 

Tear off and include with completed Sr. High School Co-Op Registration Form and payment. 

 

ENGLISH 9-12 Grade: 9-12               Parent’s Name _____________________________________  
 

Student’s Names First   Last      Grade Level 
 

Student #1 ____________________________________________________________________________________    ___________ 
 

Student #2 ____________________________________________________________________________________    ___________ 
 

Student #3 ____________________________________________________________________________________    ___________ 

 
NEW TO APS?  PLEASE CHECK HERE _____ 

 


